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Unit 1 • Anthropology

TOPIC PREVIEW
Answer the following questions with a
partner or your classmates.
1. Look at the title of this unit. Anthropos is the
Greek word for “man.” What is anthropology?
2. Look at the title of this chapter. What
different types of anthropologists do you
think there are?
3. Do you think anthropology can tell us
more about the past, the present, or the
future? Explain.

before listening
VOCABULARY PREVIEW
CD 1, TR 1

Read through the sentences below, which are missing vocabulary from the
lecture. Listen to the sentences and write the missing words in the blanks.
1. As Paul Bohannan,

anthropologist, pointed out a number of

years ago, “Each science that deals with people has its own definitions of human.”
2. Anthropology attempts to be

—the study of human behavior in

all places and throughout time.
3. Mostly the work of anthropologists is not
repetitive and

and involves

activities.

4. In the modern day, anthropology is a
broad fields and several

social science with two
or subfields.

5.

is the study of different cultures
through material

rather than

direct interviews or observations of the group
under study.
6.

, as you probably know, is the
study of language as communication among humans.

7. Culture is learned and

primarily

through language.
8.

is the
description of human societies, mostly based on
firsthand fieldwork.

9. It is important to note that there are several
common among all societies.
10. So, you might ask, what are the practical
for such a broad field?

Check the spelling of the vocabulary words with
your teacher. Discuss the meanings of these words
and any other unfamiliar words in the sentences.

PREDICTIONS
Think about the questions in the Topic Preview
on page 2 and the sentences you heard in the
Vocabulary Preview. Write three questions that you
think will be answered in the lecture. Share your
questions with your classmates.
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NOTETAKING PREPARATION
Recording Important Information
Efficient notetakers do not write down every word of a lecture. Here are some tips for
taking notes:
▪ Listen for and note the main ideas of the lecture.
▪ Write only the key words, not complete sentences.
▪ Use abbreviations for common words or for a specific word that you hear
many times in the lecture. There are many ways to abbreviate. Figure out what
abbreviations make sense to you. Here are some examples:

		 shorten long words to one or two syllables
		
problem = prob  anthropology = anthro
		 leave out the vowels
		
problem = prb or prblm
		 use a single letter for a high-frequency word
		
Egypt = E  price = p
▪ When you miss something in the lecture, leave some space.
▪ After a lecture, go back and write out any words you abbreviated and might not
remember later. Check with the lecturer or another student to fill in information
you missed.

Look at the abbreviations. Match the abbreviations to words from the lecture.
1. devt

2. comp
3. anat
4. cult
5. subj

CD 1, TR 2

anatomy
development
subjects
comparative

6. anthro
7. phys
8. As

9. evol

10. anlys

evolution
analysis
physical
anthropologists
anthropology

Listen to sentences from the lecture. Take notes. Use abbreviations where
possible.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4
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listening
CD 1, TR 3

FIRST LISTENING
Listen to the lecture and number the slides on this page and the next in the
order they would be shown during the lecture. Write the number of the slide on
the line provided and answer the question to the right of the slide.

Subfields of Cultural
Anthropology

Slide #
What is ethnography?

Archaeology
Linguistics
Ethnography
Psychological anthropology

Universals in All Societies
Anthropology today

Slide #
Are anthropologists only
interested in the past?

		 • Applied anthropology

Chapter 1 • Anthropologists
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Physical Anthropology
Definition

Slide #
What is physical
anthropology?

Related
subjects
Ways to study
evolution of
humans

What Is Anthropology?
Literal definition

Slide #
What is the lecture going
to explain?

Misconceptions
My definition
Development of anthropology

Cultural
Anthropology
Definition
Study of specific
locations or groups
		 • Margaret
Mead
		 • Clyde
Kluckhohn
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Slide #
What is cultural
anthropology?

CD 1, TR 4

CD 1, TR 5

SECOND LISTENING
Now that you’ve listened to the lecture once, listen to it again and take notes.
Write on a separate piece of paper.

THIRD LISTENING
You will hear parts of the lecture again. Look through your notes as you listen. A
notetaking mentor will discuss the notes. Circle the answer that is closest to the
notes you took, and put a check (✓) next to the notes that the mentor wrote.
Part 1

1. a.

b.

cult anthro = lrnd behav in hum soc

2. a.

geog areas
• Mead = Samoa
• SW US

cultural anthropology = study learned
behavior human societies

b.

geog areas
• Mead = Samoa
• (Cluckho ??) = SW
US

c.

geog areas
• Mead = Samoa
• Kluckhohn = SW US

Part 2

3. a.

cult anthro – arch – ling
– ethno

b.

cult anthro & sci study
hum cult disc in next
lecture

c.

cult anthro subfields:
• arch, ling, ethno

Part 3

4. a.

arch = diff cult – not int,
obs
ex – King Tut 1922

b.

arch = study of diff’ent
cults thru mat srces
≠ int’vws + obs’ns
• ex: Tut’s tomb 1922

c.

archaeol’gy is the stud of
diff cult’s through material
sources rather than dir
interviews or obs of the
grp under study
1 ex – famous arch site
disc past cent was K Tut’s
tomb near (??) Egypt in
1922

Chapter 1 • Anthropologists
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After listening
CD 1, TR 6

ACCURACY CHECK
You will hear questions about the lecture. Answer each question by referring to
the notes that you took while listening to the lecture.
1. a. man
		b. the study of man
		c. a choice-making animal

5. a. Mirror for Man
		b. study of Navajo Indians
		c. research in Samoa and New Guinea

2. a. history
		b. describing societies
		c. the ideal society

6. a. sociology
		b. ethnology
		c. archaeology

3. a. the Navajo
		b. the Americas
		c. Samoa and New Guinea

7. a. a universal
		b. skills and attitudes
		c. practical applications of anthropology

4. a. cultural anthropology
		b. physical anthropology
		c. psychological anthropology

8. a. teaching
		b. urban planning
		c. museum administration

ORAL SUMMARY
Use your notes to create an oral summary of the lecture with a partner. As you
work together, add details to your notes that your partner included but you
had missed.

DISCUSSION
Discuss the following questions with a classmate or in a small group.
1. Anthropology is a very broad field. Where does anthropology end and other fields
begin? In other words, what is the difference between anthropology and fields such
as history or religion?
2. What was the principal role of the anthropologist in the past and how is that
role changing?
3. Can you think of ways that applied anthropology is useful in your community?
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Expansion
PRE-READING
The following Reading is about an anthropologist’s findings. Before you read,
answer the following questions. Share your answers with a classmate.
1. Look at the title and headings in the Reading article. Write the name of a subfield of
anthropology you expect to learn more about in the article.
2. Using information you learned in the lecture, what are two things you expect to
learn about the Vikings from an anthropological study?

READING
Now read the article.

Vikings Filed Their Teeth, Skeleton Study Shows
Contrary to popular belief, the Vikings took great
pride in their looks. One beautification technique
of the ancient Norsemen was to file their teeth. A
Swedish anthropologist analyzed 557 Viking skeletons dating from AD 800 to 1050 and discovered
that 24 of them bore deep, horizontal grooves across
their upper front teeth. It’s the first time that dental
modification—a practice found in cultures around
the world—has been seen in human skeletons
from Europe.
“These unique finds of deliberate dental modification . . . reveal what we did not know before, that
this custom is practiced around the world and also
in Europe,” said Caroline Arcini, an anthropologist at
the National Heritage Board in Lund, Sweden.

met on their voyages,” Arcini said. “The only place I
know of [where people] have similar horizontal filing
marks on their teeth . . . is the area of the Great Lakes
in North America and the present states of Illinois,
Arizona, and Georgia.”

Social Identification
People in many cultures have been modifying
their teeth for several thousand years. Some of the
oldest cases of tooth modification come from Mexico,
dating as far back as 1400 BCE. But the Viking discovery is the first historical example of ceremonial
dental modification among Europeans.
The skeletons Arcini analyzed were discovered
at several Viking-era burial sites in Sweden and

Acquisitive Habits
Researchers say the Vikings may have
learned the practice of filing their teeth
from a foreign culture. “Vikings are well
known for their acquisitive habits, but until
now we’ve thought of this in terms of gold,
silver, and booty, not facial decoration,”
said William Fitzhugh, a Viking expert
at the Smithsonian National Museum of
Natural History in Washington, D.C.
“Maybe they adopted the idea of
mutilating their teeth from people they
Chapter 1 • Anthropologists
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Replica of a Viking
wooden church

Denmark. The 24 skeletons she found with filed teeth
all belonged to men. The marks were cut deep into
the enamel and occurred often in pairs or triplets. “I
can conclude that the filed furrows in the front teeth
of 24 Viking men are deliberately made and not the
result of using the teeth as a tool,” Arcini said. She
also noted that the marks are so well made that a
person of great skill most likely filed them.
Why the Viking men had their teeth modified
remains a mystery, but it’s likely that the marks
represented some kind of achievement. “I think the

Vikings’ filed furrows should be seen as a social identification,” Arcini, the Swedish anthropologist, said.
“Maybe they were brave warriors who got a furrow
each time they won a battle, or tradesmen who traveled together.”
Fitzhugh, of the Smithsonian, says the reasons
may have been partly aesthetic. “We do know that
the Vikings took pride in their appearance, combed
their hair, and ironed their clothes with hot rocks,”
Fitzhugh said. “They now seem to have taken pain to
decorate their teeth.”

DISCUSSION
Discuss these questions with a classmate.
1. What surprised or interested you most about the findings described in the
passage? Why?
2. How was the information in the reading similar to or different from the information
in the lecture?
3. Summarize what you have learned about anthropology and what it can tell us about
a people.

RESEARCH PROJECT
Individually or with a partner, find a current article on a discovery that changes
how anthropologists think about a people or place. Write up the details for a
short presentation to the class.
Be sure to include the following:
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•

What is the source of your information?

•

Under which branch of anthropology does the discovery fall?

•

Who sponsored the research or expedition resulting in the finding?

•

What are the significant details (who? what? where?) of the finding?

Unit 1 • Anthropology
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Chapter

The Concept
of Culture
Understanding
One Another

TOPIC PREVIEW
Answer the following questions with a
partner or your classmates.
1. Look at the title of this chapter. What do
we mean by a “concept of culture”? Do
you think people have different concepts,
or ideas, about what “culture” is?
2. Look at the photograph on this
page. What elements of culture does
it illustrate?
3. How curious are you about other
cultures? Do you know students from
other cultures? In what ways, if any, do
you seem different?

Ethnic Papua New Guinean
in traditional dress at a
sing-sing festival

Chapter 2 • The Concept of Culture
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before listening
VOCABULARY PREVIEW
CD 1, TR 7

Read through the sentences below, which are missing vocabulary from the
lecture. Listen to the sentences and write the missing words in the blanks.
1. Culture is that

whole which includes knowledge, belief, art,

law, morals, custom, and any other capabilities and habits

by

man as a member of society.
2. Another definition of culture that many find useful is “the totality of learned,
socially

behavior.”

3. Ned Seelye, in his 1993 book Teaching Culture, lists six skills to
and support

communication.

4.

curiosity about another culture and
toward its members.

5. Recognize that different roles and other social
sex, social class, religion,

such as age,
, and place of residence affect the

way people speak and behave.
6. Realize that effective communication requires discovering the culturally
images of people when they think, act, and react to the world
around them.
7. Recognize that

variables and

shape

people’s behavior in important ways.
8. Understand that people generally act the way they do because they are
the options their society allows for
physical and psychological needs.
9. Culture and society must
10. In the long history of human life,

.
is a fairly recent

.

Check the spelling of the vocabulary words with your teacher. Discuss the
meanings of these words and any other unfamiliar words in the sentences.

PREDICTIONS
Think about the questions in the Topic Preview on page 11 and the sentences
you heard in the Vocabulary Preview. Write three questions that you think will
be answered in the lecture. Share your questions with your classmates.
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NOTETAKING PREPARATION
Recording Information as a List
Listen for cues that show a lecturer is going to list information. Use a heading and
numbers, letters, or bullets to show the information clearly. Here are some examples.
Cues to listen for

Notes

The report gave two reasons for the failure
First, . . .
Then, . . .

Why fail –
1.
2.

Let me give you some examples of this type of problem
One is . . .
Another . . .
The last . . .
Finally, . . .

Ex of prob
•
•
•
•

Look at the notes below and answer the questions.
1. Who do you think Benedict, Tylor, and Morgan are?
2. What do you think the following abbreviations stand for?
a. hum’ty
b. stgs
c. civiliz

d. for. lang

3. How many answers are given to the question at the beginning of the notes?

Why stdy cult anthro? Benedict says stry hum’ty fasc (Tylor & Morgan - cult
devt = 3 stgs - savg’ry, barb’ism, civiliz) lrn & use for. lang

CD 1, TR 8

Listen to part of the lecture for the notes in A above. Then rewrite the notes in
the space below to show the information in lists.

Chapter 2 • The Concept of Culture
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listening
CD 1, TR 9

FIRST LISTENING
Listen to the lecture and number the slides on this page and the next in the
order they would be shown during the lecture. Write the number of the slide on
the line provided and answer the question to the right of the slide.

Coexistence of Culture
and Society

Slide #
What is an example of a
pluralist society?

Isolated
cultures
Multicultural
or pluralist
Subcultures

A Particular Culture
A shared way of life
		 • Ways of thinking, acting, feeling
		 • Concrete things
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Slide #
What are some concrete
things that tell us about a
particular culture?

Similarities Across Cultures
Importance of
discovering
similarities

Slide #
How many “universals”
among all cultures does
the lecturer mention?

Universals among
societies
The role
of the
individual

Cultural Anthropology
Why study cultural anthropology?
		 • Fascinating story of cultural growth
		 • Learn and use a foreign language
		 • Intercultural understanding

What Is Culture?
Murdock /
Tylor /
Kessing

Slide #
What is the definition of
cultural anthropology?

Slide #
How many categories did
Murdock list?

Learned,
socially
transmitted
behavior

Chapter 2 • The Concept of Culture
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CD 1, TR 10

CD 1, TR 11

SECOND LISTENING
Now that you’ve listened to the lecture once, listen to it again and take notes.
Write on a separate piece of paper.

THIRD LISTENING
You will hear parts of the lecture again. Look through your notes as you listen. A
notetaking mentor will discuss the notes. Circle the answer that is closest to the
notes you took, and put a check (✓) next to the notes that the mentor wrote.
Part 1

1. a.

b.

Cult anthro = study of cult, liv & dead. In
total includes ling, arch, ethnology

Cult anthro = st. of cult (liv & dead)
• ling = study spch frms
• arch = ̈ dead cult
• ethno = ̈ liv cult (can be obs)

Part 2

2. a.

Teaching Culture – 6
skills
1. cult curiosty
2.	rec roles aff spk & beh
3.	rlize eff comm req disc
cult-cond’d imgs
4. rec sit’l var shap beh
5.	und. ppl act bec ex opt’ns
to sat phys & psych nds
6.	dev ablty to eval
gen’ztion & loc/org info

b.

Sealy (sp??) – skills for
intc’l comm
1. curiosty & emp
2.	rec roles aff spk & beh
3.	rlize eff comm req disc
cult-cond’d imgs
4. rec sit’l var shap beh
5.	und ppl act bec ex opt’ns
to sat phys & psych nds
6.	dev ablty to eval
gen’ztion & loc/org info

c.

1. curiosty & emp
2.	rec roles aff spk & beh
3.	rlize eff comm req disc
cult-cond’d imgs
4. rec sit’l var shap beh
5.	und. ppl act bec ex opt’ns
to sat phys & psych nds
6.	dev ablty to eval
gen’ztion & loc/org info

Part 3

3. a.

Universals
1. rewards & punishment
2. withhld info fr young
3. contr cult educ yng
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b.

Universals of culture –
rewds & punshmt –
wthhld info – incl faults in
ldrs – taboos – educ young
for dom pos

c.

Univs’ls
• use rwds & pnish’t to
enc corr beh.
• wihld info (eg ldrs, taboos)
• ctrl’g cult educ yng to
strngthn dom pos

After listening
CD 1, TR 12

ACCURACY CHECK
You will hear questions about the lecture. Answer each question by referring to
the notes that you took while listening to the lecture.
1. a. Mead
		b. Tylor
		c. Murdock

5. a. a remote tribe
		b. a pluralistic society
		c. people in a large city

2. a. savagery
		b. language
		c. barbarism

6. a. civilization
		b. savagery
		c. multiculturalism

3. a. 1962
		b. 1989
		c. 1993

7. a. political
		b. military
		c. informal

4. a. communication
		b. social variables
		c. empathy and curiosity

8. a. Seelye
		b. Sapir
		c. Benedict

ORAL SUMMARY
Use your notes to create an oral summary of the lecture with a partner. As you
work together, add details to your notes that your partner included but you
had missed.

DISCUSSION
Discuss the following questions with a classmate or in a small group.
1. After listening to the lecture, do you find culture difficult or easy to define? What
is your definition? In what ways is it the same or different from definitions in
the lecture?
2. List four or five cultural “generalizations” that foreigners may have about
your country.
3. “If a group or society is small, isolated, and stable, it might also share a single
culture.” Do you know of any such “single” cultures in the world? What would you
look for to decide if a group of people share a “single” culture?

Chapter 2 • The Concept of Culture
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Expansion
PRE-READING
The following Reading is about the experiences of an anthropological research
team in the mountains of Papua New Guinea. Before you read, answer the
following questions. Share your answers with a classmate.
1. Look at the title of the article and the photograph on the next page. Write two things
that you expect to learn about the “Cave People” from the article.
2. In the lecture, the speaker discussed reasons to study cultural anthropology. Why
would a team of researchers want to visit these people in Papua New Guinea?

READING
Now read the article.

Last of the Cave People
The vast geographic variation of Papua New
Guinea created tremendous biological diversity,
which in turn was accompanied by enormous cultural
diversity. It is only in the most deeply inaccessible
regions that enclaves of traditionally nomadic people, like the Meakambut, still exist. The Meakambut
were unknown to the outside world until the 1960s.
In 1991 anthropologist Borut Telban spent a week in
the area and found only 11 Meakambut. When Telban
returned in 2001, he couldn’t locate them again.
In hopes of meeting up with these last seminomadic holdouts, an anthropological researcher
named Nancy Sullivan sent out a team to find the
Meakambut and inventory their caves. Sullivan’s
team discovered 52 surviving Meakambut and 105
caves with names.
Our team flies into the Sepik River basin. We skim
up smaller and smaller tributaries in a motor dugout.
Finally we strike out on foot into the mountains. We
try reaching the Meakambut by jungle telephone:
Three men pound the trunk of a towering tree with
wooden bats. When this doesn’t work, we set out on a
two-day trek to the group’s last known whereabouts.
At noon the next day, two Meakambut men
come striding into our camp. They recognize Joshua
Meraveka, a member of Sullivan’s team. He introduces them as John and Mark Aiyo. John is a leader

18
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of the Meakambut. While waiting there for the rest of
the Embarakal to arrive, John explains cave life to me.
He says they like their hunter-gatherer life and have
no interest in changing it.
Before long, the rest of the Meakambut arrive.
This is when we first encounter Lidia, curled up by
the fire, coughing horribly. A member of our team,
an emergency medical technician, examines Lidia.
He determines that she likely has a life-threatening
case of pneumonia and gives her double doses of
antibiotics and Tylenol. We suggest that first thing in
the morning she be carried out of the mountains, to a
clinic in the village of Amboin. Two other Meakambut
are also seriously ill.
One man from our team, Sebastian Haraha, is an
ethnographer who has come to pinpoint the locations
of the Meakambut’s caves. He hopes to register them
so the homeland of the Meakambut will be protected.
Now, he volunteers to escort the sick.
Two nights later, John begins to let down his
guard. He admits that his group hasn’t eaten meat
or killed a pig for over three months. He is deeply
worried for his people. When the campfire dies out,
John whispers something he wants me to pass on to
the government of Papua New Guinea.
The next morning our team leaves the mountains.
We reach our motor dugout and travel downstream

A member of the Meakambut tribe
wearing bird-feather headdress

to the village of Awim and learn that Lidia and the
others are here. Lidia is alive. Simple antibiotics have
saved her.
At breakfast, I find Sebastian Haraha. “Protecting
the caves? What does it matter if there are no
Meakambut left?” asks Sebastian. “The Meakambut
are on the edge of extinction. They are dying from
easily treatable illnesses. In ten years they could be

completely gone, and their
culture and language would
vanish. When I get back to Port
Moresby, I’m going to walk
straight into the prime minister’s office and do something.”
I nod and pass along John’s
message: “We, the Meakambut
people, will give up hunting
and always moving and living
in the mountain caves if the
government will give us a
health clinic and a school, and two shovels and two
axes, so we can build homes.”

•
The Meakambut continue to live without access to
government services. But they have partly settled in
homes on the ridgetop camp of Tembakapa. Despite
the threat of encroachment by miners, they continue to
hunt and gather on their traditional land.

DISCUSSION
Discuss these questions with a classmate.
1. What surprised or interested you most about the culture described in the
passage? Why?
2. What was the role of the anthropologists in this story? How was it similar to
or different from what you learned about anthropologists and ethnologists in
the lecture?
3. What information from the lecture was exemplified in the article?

RESEARCH PROJECT
Individually or in a group, research one of the following topics. Write a short
paper on the topic, or plan and present a group presentation to inform the class
about the topic.
1. Isolated cultures: Where do they still exist, and what challenges do they face?
2. Research in cultural anthropology: What similarities and differences exist between
your culture and another?
3. Intercultural understanding: Does studying or living in another culture change an
individual’s values? Provide evidence to support your opinion.
4. Another related topic that interests you or your group.
Chapter 2 • The Concept of Culture
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Video

The Gift
of Traveling

Before viewing

TOPIC PREVIEW
What do you think it would be like to be a professional photographer who
travels around the world? Write some pros and cons of the job. Discuss your
answers with a partner.
Pros

Cons

VOCABULARY PREVIEW
Read the definitions of these key words and phrases that you will hear during
the video.
hanging out with spending leisure time with
flexibility the ability to easily adjust to new situations
had language in common shared the same language
set up camp find a new place to start a home and live
on assignment carrying out a job you are hired to do as a journalist or photographer
compelling so interesting that you want to pay close attention to it
immerse yourself become completely involved in something
abide by follow a particular law, custom, rule, etc.
inspirational making you feel excited and have creative ideas

20
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Work with a partner and write in the blank the word from the box that best
completes the sentence.
communities
spend

culture
stories

kids
travelers

photographers
unusual

1. Annie’s children travel with her to foreign countries and
time hanging out with

a lot of

from other cultures.

2. When making friends in new

, people don’t always have the

same language in common.
3. Flexibility is an important quality for professional

on assignment

because they might have to set up camp in some
4. Experienced

places.

know that it is important to abide by the customs

of the culture you are visiting.
5. You can immerse yourself in another

, even if you can’t speak

the language.
6. When photographs are compelling and inspirational, it makes people want to
read the

that accompany them.

viewing

FIRST VIEWING
Watch the video, and then compare your first impressions with a partner. Talk
about what you remember, what surprised you, and what interested you.

SECOND VIEWING
Watch the video again. Listen for the missing words and write them in the blanks.
1. Our kids have traveled to every continent except

. More

importantly, when we travel they have lived in communities. We never stayed in
.
2. If you go into each culture open, and look people in the

and

observe and listen, you’re going to make connections that are well beyond what most
get to see.
3. And so the real challenge for a photographer is to bring her or his own unique
to that subject
4. The camera has always given me an
spend time with them and even go

.
to walk up to people and
with them.

Unit 1 • Video Lesson
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THIRD VIEWING
Complete these notes as you watch the video. Write only important words, not
full sentences, and abbreviate common words.

1. Our kids
• trav ev cont •
• not always lang in comm but always fun
• confident
• daught 18, no probs trav
• understand all ppl
• v flexible
2. Challenge of photog
• bring a unique
• tell a
• compel ppl to
3. Lessons learned in trav
• allow self to immers •
•
• be a guest, i.e., follow

gd lang skills

After viewing

ORAL SUMMARY
Use your notes to create an oral summary of the video with your partner. As you work
together, add details to your notes that your partner included but you had missed.

DISCUSSION
Discuss the following questions with a classmate or in a small group.
1. Think about what you learned in this unit. In what ways is a photographer a type
of anthropologist?
2. What is Annie Griffiths’ advice for communicating with people from different
cultures? Do you agree with her? Why or why not?
3. Why does Annie Griffiths say regular travel is spoiled for her?
4. After listening to Annie Griffiths, would you like to be a travel photographer? Why or
why not?
22
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